PT6969SBE
6 outlet surge protected powerboard
With 2 extra wide spaced sockets

Slimline design and black colour make this powerboard slip into the background behind furniture or appliances. Two extra wide space mains outlets for bulky mains adaptors. 1m power lead and right angled power plug.

Features:
- 6 outlets
- Surge & overload protected
- 1 metre lead
- 2 extra wide spaced sockets

Product information:
- Voltage Rating: 240VAC 50Hz
- Current: 10 Amps
- Power Rating: 2400 Watt
- Surge Current: 4,500
- Response time: 20 nano seconds
- Energy absorption: 175 Joules

Barcodes:
APN/EAN: 9318054862255
TUN INNER: 59318054862250
TUN OUTER: 19318054862252

More products in this series:
PT4113:
4 outlet surge protected powerboard with 3 metre long lead.